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A NOTE ON TONG PAPER:
THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF A CLASS

OF NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF SECOND ORDER

FAN WEI MENG

(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. In this paper we point out an error in paper [2] and study the asymp-

totic behavior of the differential equation

L„x + f(t,x) = r(t).

The results obtained are extensions of some of the results of [2].

1.  INTRODUCTION

Recently, Tong [2] considered the equation

(1) u" + f(t,u) = 0,

where /: [0, oo) x R = (-oo, oo) —► R is a continuous function, and proved the

following theorem.

Theorem (*). Assume that there are two nonnegative continuous functions v(t),

4>{t) on [0,oo) and a continuous function g(u),for u>0, such that

(i)  rv(t)<p(t)dt <oo;
(ii) for «>0, g(u) is positive and nondecreasing;

(iii)  \f(t, u)\ < v{t)(t>{t)g{\u\/t) ,fort>\, -oo < u < oo.

Then every solution u(t) of (1) satisfies u(t) = 0(1) as t —► oo, and (1) has

solutions which are asymptotic to a + bt, where a, b are constants and b / 0.

The purpose of this note is to point out an error in [2] and study the asymp-

totic behavior for a larger class of solutions of the equation

(2) Lnx + f(t,x) = r(t),

where n > 2 and Ln denotes the disconjugate differential operator

1    d_1_d_      did»

"~ pn(t)dtpn_x(t)dt'" dtpx(t)dtp0(tY
-
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We assume that pi-, r: [0,oo) -> R and /: [0,oo) x R —► R are continuous

with pt(t) > 0, 0 < i < n . Put

L xit) = *&
(4) , P°ity

L-x{t) = pjr)itL-->x{t)>    i*'*"-

and let ik e {1,2, ... ,n - 1} , t, s e [0,oo) and

(5) f
Ik(t,s;pik,...,ph) = j^ P¡k(r)Ik_x(r,s;pik¡ ,...,P¡¡)dr.

It is easily verified that

(6) Ik(t,s;pik>...,ph) = j Ph(r)Ik_x(t,r;p¡k,...,p¡2)dr.

For convenience of notation we let

(7) /„_,(*, s) =P0(t)In_x(t,s;px,...,pn_x), Jn_x(t) = Jn_x(t, 0).

2. Main result

We point out an error in Theorem (*) ; for example, consider the equation

(8) u" - \u  = 0   for t > 1
t

Let v(t) = /~4, (f>{t) = t2, and g(«) = u . Then conditions (i)-(iii) are

satisfied, but Equation (8) has a solution u(t) = t that does not satisfy u'(t) =

0(1) as i^oo.

Theorem. Suppose that ¡°°p¡{t)dt = oo, 1 < i < n — 1, a«^ //za/ i/zere are

/wo nonnegative continuous functions v(t), (f>(t), for t > 0, ana" a continuous

function g(x) for x > 0 smc/z //za/

(i)  S00p„(t)v(t)tl>(t)dt< oo, rPn(t)\r(t)\dt<oo-

(ii) yôr x > 0, g(x) « positive nondecreasing and /,°° 4^y = oo ;

(iii)  \f(t,x)\ < v(t)<P(t)g(\x\/Jn_x(t)) for t>0, xeR.

Then every solution x{t) of Equation (2) satisfies x(t) = 0{Jn_x{t)) as t —► oo,

ana1 Ln_,x(i) = 0(1) as t —> oo.

Remark. If n = 2 and /?,(/) = 1, for I = 0,1,2, r(r) = 0, then Equation (2)

reduces to (1); by our theorem we obtain Theorem (*).
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Proof of the theorem. Let x(t) be a solution of (2) defined on [t0, oo), t0 > 0.

Integrating (2) n times on [i0, t] gives

x(t)

(9)
ovw      ¡=o

+ / I„_x{t,s;px, ... ,pn_x)pn(s)[r(s) - f(s,x(s))]ds,
Jto

where c¡, 0 < i < n - 1, are constants. Noting that f°°p¡(t)dt = oo, I < i <

n - 1, we have

I it ,ta;p,, ■.. ,p)
lim „    '   ' °'^''-^^- = 0,    0</<«-2.
>-°°In-{{t,tQ;px,...,pn_x)

From (9) we obtain

|*(0I < Jn-x(t) \c + j'pn(r)v(r)<p(y)g (j^J dr

where C > 0 is a constant. By Bihari's [ 1 ] inequality, we have

l*(0l
'„-I«)

<G  1(g(C)+ i'v(r)<j)(y)pn(r)drS
\ Jto J

Here G{x) — ¡x 4^ and G \x) is the inverse function of G(x). From the

fact g(t) > 0 we know that G(x) is increasing; hence, G~ (x) exists and is

also increasing.

Now let M = G(C) + J,00 v(t)<p(t)pn(t) dt ; since G~ (x) is increasing, we

have

(io) pnL<G-\M).
Jn-\\l)

From (2) it follows that

Ln_xx(t) = Ln_xx(t0)+ [ pn(s)(r(s)-f(s,x(s)))ds.
Jto

By conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (10), we have

J'pn(s)\f(s,x(s))\ds< j'Pn(s)v(s)<p(s)g (j^j ds

< g(G-l(M)) rPn(s)v(s)ct>(s)ds < oo.
Jto

Therefore Ln_xx(t) = 0(1), as / —► oo .   D
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